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1. In c~nnection with the accusations in. the U.S. press
t~At OSwALD~ acc~~ed of as~assinati~g KENNEDY, was a pro~CASTRO

ccmnnmf.s c , Pr Ims Hi!"~ist=r CASTRO spoke before Cuban television,
~ s~arj of which fellows.

2. Cuba is remors~ful and has gai~~d no adva~tage by the
~3sassin~tion of KENNEDY,

3. The acc~sations of che U,S. press ha~~ no foundations
whatscev;r~ ar-d are only tpe activities of the ultra reactionary
group in the U.S. whose intentions are ~c depreciate" the names
of Cuba and the Soviet Union.
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4. CASTRO thinks that JOHNSON wiil~ot be as strong as

KENNEDY s Lrice he was not elected president byr.the ·people directly.
He will not be as influential as KENNEDY in damning up the
strength of the ultra reactionaries in the U.S. who pursue
policies which are extremely hostile and very dangerous to the
Sov Let Union.' and Cuba.
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5. In short, that was the speech.

Th~ i~ter=sting thing is that while the Soviet Union
crrly"answ.ered these accusations with an article' in -the
newspaper and expr;ssed their sorrow in a meaningful manner
by s~nding Depcty Prime Minister MIKOYAN to Washington, CASTRO
considered it necessary to answer the accusations of the U.S.
pr;ss officially as Prime Minister in.a speech at a time when
friends and- enemies of the U.S. generally ~ere' expressing their
r:asp\ect for KENNEDY. ALso interesting -Is'-the fact tha t he not
only defended Cuba b~t ~he Soviet Union as well.
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